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With the new year came the long-awaited announcement that the Solicitors Regulation Authority
has begun processing applications from companies looking to become alternative business
structures.
This date has been anticipated by many law firms with trepidation, as some commentators have
predicted that the advent of ABSs [1], which enable non-lawyer owned companies to offer legal
services to the public - so-called Tesco law, will mark the beginning of the end for independent
high street law firms.
But a data analysis on the impact of competition in the optometry market gives some cause for
hope to lawyers.
Comparisons are often made between the optometry and legal services markets, striking fear in
the hearts of high street law firms, with the assertion that following the ABS revolution the legal
market will go the same way as the opticians market, being left with only a handful of big
players. In the case of opticians Boots, Specsavers, Vision Express and Optical Express.
Law firm network Simplify the Law, which launched at the end of last year, commissioned
research from an optical consultancy and market research company SWV, to examine the
impact of competition in the optometry market.
Jonathan Brewer, co-founder of Simplify the Law, explained that in 1985 the Opticians Act,
which had provided a legal monopoly to opticians for sight tests and the dispensing of
spectacles, was repealed in the hope that new competition would increase consumer choice
and therefore reduce prices and increase value for money.
At that time there were 3,500 independent optical outlets enjoying 65% market share by
revenue. A further 2,250 outlets were already part of small chains, with the largest provider and
first mover Dollond & Aitchison, offering its branded services through 452 outlets and
Specsavers through 10.
So, twenty five years on, how many independent opticians are there? My guess was about 500.
But the somewhat surprising answer, according to the research, is that in 2010 there were in
fact 3,790 independent optical outlets.
So despite the money spent by new entrants to the market as well as the more established
brands like Boots deciding to join, the number of independent operators actually increased,
showing that many consumers of optical services and equipment continued to choose their
independent local optician rather than a big brand.
Which, says Brewer, is good news for law firms.
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